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1. LINE FOLLOWER  

The Line Follower (Pololu© QTR-8A) has 8 analog infrared 

sensors. Bot’n Roll ONE C uses by default 6 of these sensors 

to follow a line. Two connectors establish the link between 

the Line Follower and Bot’n Roll ONE C. All fixing 

accessories are supplied as well as all required wires. The 

main acrylic chassis board has proper holes that allow you 

to configure the fixing position of the Line Follower. 

 

 

 

1.1 ELECTRIC WIRING  

Two connectors are supplied (male SHELL plug) which must be 

soldered on the Bot´n Roll ONE C board. 

The 3 pins male SHELL connector must be paced and soldered 

on “LF1”. You must respect the indicated orientation on the 

PCB (Printed Circuit Board) otherwise, you can permanently 

damage the Line Follower.  

The 6 pins male SHELL connector is soldered on “LF2”. You 

must respect the indicated orientation on the PCB, otherwise, 

the Line Follower orientation logic will become inverted. 

 

The Line Follower cables must pass through the large hole on 

the acrylic chassis board as described on Fig. 3. 

Connect the three wires cable to the Bot´n Roll ONE C on the 

“LF1” connector. This is the power cable and the Line Follower 

IR LED´s activation. 

The 6 wires cable plugs on the “LF2” connector link to Bot´n Roll 

ONE C analog inputs. 

 

 

NOTE: Always plug these connectors with Bot´n Roll ONE C powered OFF! 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Line Follower 

 

Fig. 2: Line Follower connectors 

 

Fig. 3: Connecting the Line Follower 
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1.2 FIXING THE LINE FOLLOWER 

The Line Follower fixing to the Bot´n Roll ONE C is carried out 

through two 2mm holes on the acrylic chassis board. 

To mount the Line Follower two sets of metallic spacers are 

supplied (Fig. 4).  

Each set has a total length of 43mm and has to be mounted as 

indicated on Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fix the Line Follower to the Bot´n Roll ONE using the spacers 

and the metallic screws. 

You have different options to fix the Line Follower. It can be 

placed closer to the motors or farther away. It is your option. 

  

 

 

 

Note: For more information on the Pololu© QTR-8A Line Follower check out the “QTR-8x.pdf” 

document, on your Bot’n Roll ONE C documentation. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 4: Holders 

Fig. 5: Fixing the Line Follower 

http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
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1.3 SAMPLE CODE 

 
' Line Sensor Testing 
 

' PICAXE configuration 
setfreq em32  ' 32MHz processing frequency 
 

'Variables declaration 

'b0 reserved for LCD printing 

'b1 reserved for LCD printing 

'b2 reserved for LCD printing 

symbol sensor1=b3 

symbol sensor2=b4 

symbol sensor3=b5 

symbol sensor4=b6 

symbol sensor5=b7 

symbol sensor6=b8 

 

' Constants declaration 
 

'I2C Devices 

symbol LCD=$50 

 

setup: 

 let adcsetup=8  'Analog inputs: ADC0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8 

 hintsetup %00000000  'Disables the 3 external interrupts 

 pullup off  'Disables port B pullups 

 pause 1000 'Pause 250ms 

  

lcd_print: 

 hi2csetup i2cmaster,LCD,i2cslow_32,i2cbyte 'LCD I2C communication configuration 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$00) 'Places cursor at beginning 1st line 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("Bot`n Roll ONE C") 'LCD Print 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$40) 'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line  

 hi2cout [LCD], ("  Line Sensor   ") 'LCD Print 

 pause 8000 'Pause 2s 

 goto main 

 

main: 

 gosub read_line 'Call sub-routine 

 gosub print_line 'chama a sub-rotina lcd_linha 

 'debug  'Open debug window (this slows robot performance->remove 

this line if robot is not connected to computer) 

 goto  main 'volta para o inicio de main 

 

read_line: 

 readadc 1,sensor1   'Read ADC channel 1 and stores value at variable sensor1 

 readadc 2,sensor2 

 readadc 3,sensor3 

 readadc 5,sensor4 

 readadc 6,sensor5 

 readadc 7,sensor6 

 return 

  

print_line: 

 hi2cout [LCD],($FE,$45,$00)    'Places cursor at beginning 1st line 

 bintoascii sensor1,b2,b1,b0  'Converts voltage into printable ascii chars 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("1-3: ",b2,b1,b0)  'LCD Print 

 bintoascii sensor2,b2,b1,b0 

 hi2cout [LCD], (" ",b2,b1,b0)  

 bintoascii sensor3,b2,b1,b0 

 hi2cout [LCD], (" ",b2,b1,b0)  

  

 hi2cout [LCD],($FE,$45,$40)    'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line  

 bintoascii sensor4,b2,b1,b0 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("4-6: ",b2,b1,b0) 

 bintoascii sensor5,b2,b1,b0 

 hi2cout [LCD], (" ",b2,b1,b0) 

 bintoascii sensor6,b2,b1,b0 

 hi2cout [LCD], (" ",b2,b1,b0) 

 

 return 

end 
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2. LCD 

The NHD-0216K3Z is a two lines LCD (Liquid Cristal Display), with 16 characters per line and 

communicates using I2C protocol. The link to the Bot´n Roll ONE C is carried out through the I2C bus. 

With this LCD you have a communication interface to the outside world. You can print messages to the 

user like for example, program stages or the value of variables. 

This LCD contains all fixing accessories and its 4 pin connector to link to the Bot´n Roll ONE C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 LCD FIXING AND ELECTRIC WIRING  

 

Four 5mm nylon spacers are supplied to support the LCD, as 

well as 4 M2 screws, 4 M2 nuts and 4 pressure washers.   

To the electric wiring, a 4 pin connector is supplied. 

 

 

 

To assemble the LCD you have to 

remove the rectangle which fills in the 

receptacle. 

Use a rasp to trim the edges of the 

interior so that the LCD enters 

smoothly. 

 

 

The just removed rectangle was planned as to be used as an 

exclusive and distinct key ring! 

 

Fig. 6: Display LCD 

Fig. 7: LCD Holders 

Fig. 8: Preparing the LCD receptacle 

Fig. 9: Bot’n Roll Key Ring 
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The LCD enters onto the receptacle from the back of the Bot’n 

Roll ONE C PCB. Make sure you insert it with the correct 

orientation and insert the pin plug between the LCD and the 

Bot’n Roll ONE C board. The electrical connection is made on 

the "LCD" printing on the PCB. 

 

 

For fixing the LCD, use the four holes, where on each one insert a 

screw, followed by a spacer, then the LCD, then pressure washer 

and last the nut. Before tightening all four screws, place the 

electric plug on the “LCD” at the Bot’n Roll ONE C board. 

Tighten all screws, after placing the electrical connector, using a 

crosshead screwdriver.  

 

 

 

Solder the connector on the Bot’n Roll 

ONE C board and then on the LCD. 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 11: Fixing the LCD 

Fig. 10: Inserting the LCD 

Fig. 12: Electric wiring from LCD to Bot’n Roll ONE C 
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2.2 I2C COMUNICATION TO THE LCD 

2.2.1 I2C COMUNICATION STREAM  

The LCD is placed on the I2C bus with as address of 80 (50 hexadecimal).  

Every time you power the Bot’n Roll ONE C, you need to activate and configure the LCD only once, 

before you can send ASCII characters to be printed. To configure, you need to send data “I2C streams” 

to the I2C communication bus.  

 

A configuration stream is made up of several bytes “fields” and must cope with the following format: 

Address Prefix Command Parameter 

The Address field consists of one byte that indicates the LCD I2C address, in other words the 80 value in 

decimal. 

The Prefix field consists of a control value that has to be sent to access commands, and it is one byte 

with the value 254 (or FE hexadecimal). 

On the Command field you insert the byte value which will effectively sets up the desired configuration 

of the LCD. There are commands to, for example, activate the LCD, clean the LCD, setup the contrast, 

etc. 

The Parameter field is used for some commands, and normally, it is the value that quantifies a certain 

configuration. For example, the LCD bright intensity will vary depending on the value setup on this field, 

when you setup the LCD brightness. 

 

To write messages on the LCD you have to send a stream with the following format: 

Address ASCII Text 

On the Address field you send one byte with the LCD I2C address, in other words, the value 80 in 

decimal. 

On the ASCII Text field you send the ASCII characters that you want to print on the LCD. 
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2.2.2 LCD COMMANDS 

The following table presents all commands listed by the LCD NHD-0216K3Z manufacturer: 

 

Note: For more information about each NHD-0216K3Z LCD command check the “LCD NHD-0216K3Z.pdf” 

document, on the Bot’n Roll ONE C documentation. 

  

http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
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2.3 SAMPLE CODE 

 
'LCD Testing 

 

'The LCD has I2C communication interface. 

 

'PICAXE configuration 

setfreq em32   '32MHz processing frequency 

symbol LCD=$50  'LCD I2C address is $50. 

pause 4000   'Pause 1s (at 32Mhz)->(1000ms*4) 

 

setup:  

 let adcsetup=8 'Analog inputs: ADC0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8 

 hintsetup %00000000 'Disables the 3 external interrupts 

 pullup off 'Disables port B pull ups 

 pause 1000 'Pause 250ms 

 

lcd_print: 

 hi2csetup i2cmaster,LCD,i2cslow_32,i2cbyte 'LCD I2C communication configuration 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$41) 'LCD ON 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$51) 'Clears LCD 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$52,30) 'LCD contrast configuration 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$53,5) 'LCD Brightness configuration 

 

main:  

 hi2cout [LCD],($FE,$45,$00) 'Places cursor at beginning 1st line  

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$70) 'Print LCD firmware version 

 pause 12000 'Pause 3s 

 hi2cout [LCD],($FE,$45,$00) 'Places cursor at beginning 1st line  

 hi2cout [LCD], ("    LCD Test    ") 'LCD Print 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$40) 'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line  

 hi2cout [LCD], ("www.botnroll.com") 'LCD Print 

end 
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3. SRF08 SONAR 

 

The SRF08 sonar allows to measure the distance to an object. It 

can measure accurately distances between 3 centimeters and 6 

meters. It also has a light sensor (LDR) that measures the 

intensity of light seen by the Bot’n Roll ONE C. The link between 

the SRF08 sonar and the Bot’n Roll ONE C is carried out through 

the I2C bus. 

 

 

 

3.1 FIXING AND WIRING THE SRF08 SONAR  

 

To connect the SRF08 sonar to the Bot’n Roll ONE C, a 4 pin 

male SHELL connector is supplied, which you must weld onto 

one of the I2C available plugs. When plugging the connector, 

check that you have the proper orientation as indicated on 

the Bot’n Roll ONE C PCB, otherwise, you cannot 

communicate with the sonar. 

 

 

 

 

The sonar’s position and orientation is up to your 

desire, however you must always place it on the top 

side of the acrylic chassis board and never facing 

downwards. 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 13: SRF08 Sonar 

Fig. 14: Placing the SHELL conector 

Fig. 15: Fixing the sonar on the Bot’n Roll ONE C 
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3.2 COMMUNICATING WITH THE SRF08 SONAR 

The communication with the SRF08 sonar is carried out through the I2C bus. The sonar has the I2C 

address 224 (E0 hexadecimal) by default. To read the sensor value, you need three steps: 

1 – You must send send an I2C stream with a reading request following this format: 

Address Command 

The Address field consists of one byte that represents the sonar I2C address, i.e., the 224 value in 

decimal. 

On the Command field, you must place the value 81 (51 hexadecimal) which correspond to a reading 

request (with the result presented in centimeters). 

2 – Wait the required time so that the sensor finishes the reading. By default, this time is 65ms. 

3 – You get the distance result, reading two sonar registers (2 and 3). This two registers are one byte 

each and correspond to a distance which is stored in a computer word (16 bits). The light intensity can 

also be read and the result is stored in one byte only on sonar’s register 1. 

 

3.3 SRF08 SONAR WORKING MODE 

3.3.1 GAIN AND RANGE 

The sonar emits a sound wave in the ultra-sonic frequency range. That wave travels through the air and 

when it reaches an obstacle it is reflected (echo) coming back to the sonar. Knowing that a sound wave 

travels at a constant speed of approximately 340 meters per second (this value differs according to the 

air temperature), it is possible to know the distance to the obstacle measuring the wave flying time 

since it is emitted until it comes back to the sonar. Only part of the wave will be reflected by a certain 

object. The farther the obstacle, the weaker the echo, and sometimes no echo will be detected. By 

increasing the emitted wave power, the echo gets stronger. 

The SRF08 uses this principle and allows limiting the emitted wave maximum power, which corresponds 

also, to the time it takes for one measurement. 

How does a SRF08 sonar measurement works? 

When performing a measurement, the sonar varies the emitted wave gain. Starts with the lower gain 

(94) and each 70µs is increases its value until reaching the maximum gain defined on the gain register 

(1). By default, the maximum gain is 1025 and the required time to perform the entire tour of the gain is 

65ms. 

At the same time the sonar emits the ultra sound wave, it detects the echoes. When it receives the first 

echo, records the distance value on register 2 and 3. 

The time the sonar waits for echoes is configurable and is called range. It must be adjusted according to 

the maximum gain configured. To adjust the range you must write on the range register (2). 

Why limit the maximum gain and the range? 
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The maximum time for a reading is 65ms. This is the necessary time to detect an obstacle at 11 meters 

away from the sonar. By decreasing the range to detect obstacles for closer distances to the robot, one 

can reduce the required time for a reading. To detect an obstacle at less than 1 meter, the reading can 

be carried out in just under 6,5ms. It is then possible to perform readings 10 times faster and in some 

cases that can improve the robot performance. By default, the sonar is configured for the maximum 

time of 65ms. 

Even though the SRF08 sonar technical specifications do indicate a feasible maximum range of 6 meters, 

it can measure up to 11 meters. 

How to limit the gain and maximum reach? 

To correctly perform a measurement, the gain maximum value must always be adjusted to the range 

maximum value. There is no linear relation between the two and the setup will always be dependent on 

the object shape and material to detect. You will always have to adjust the two parameters until getting 

a satisfactory result. Start by the range: 

For the maximum range, use the following equation:  

range = (register value x 43mm) + 43mm. 

If the range register is setup to 0, you get a maximum range of 43mm, if it has the value 1 the maximum 

range will be 86mm. For a 1 meter maximum range, write the value 24 on register (2). 

To adjust the gain you must write on register 1 the values between 0 and 31 according to the following 

table: 

Register 1 value corresponding maximum gain 

0 94 

1 97 

2 100 

3 103 

4 107 

5 110 

6 114 

7 118 

8 123 

9 128 

10 133 

11 139 

12 145 

13 152 

14 159 

15 168 

16 177 

17 187 

18 199 

19 212 

20 227 

21 245 

22 265 

23 288 

24 317 

25 352 

26 395 

27 450 

28 524 

29 626 

30 777 

31 1025 
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3.3.2 LIGHT SENSOR 

For each sonar distance reading, the sensor also gets a light reading. To get the light value you must 

read register 1. 

In a total dark environment very low values will be returned (ex: 2), and with high intensity light high 

values will be returned (ex: 248) 

 

 

 

3.3.3 I2C ADDRESS 

By default the sonar address is 224 (E0 hexadecimal). Should you required using more than one sonar in 

the I2C bus, you must change their addresses so that each sonar has a unique address value. There are 

16 I2C valid addresses for sonar’s, from which you can chose on the table below. The sonar also has a 

LED which indicates its I2C address every time you turn it on. The LED flashes according to the sonar I2C 

address. 

 

Address Long Flashes Short Flashes 

224 1 0 

226 1 1 

228 1 2 

230 1 3 

232 1 4 

234 1 5 

236 1 6 

238 1 7 

240 1 8 

242 1 9 

244 1 10 

246 1 11 

248 1 12 

250 1 13 

252 1 14 

254 1 15 

 

To change the I2C address you must send a stream to the sonar with the following format: 

I2C actual address $A0 $AA $A5 I2C New address 

 

 

Note: For more information about the sonar, check the “Sonar SRF08.pdf” on the Bot’n Roll ONE C 

documentation. 

  

http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
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3.4 SAMPLE CODE 

'Sonar Testing 

 

'PICAXE configuration 

setfreq em32 '32MHz processing frequency 

 

'Variables declaration 

'b0 reserved for LCD printing 

'b1 reserved for LCD printing 

'b2 reserved for LCD printing 

'b3 reserved for LCD printing 

'b4 reserved for LCD printing 

symbol distance_Lo = b26 'Distance Low byte 

symbol distance_Hi = b27 'Distance High byte 

symbol distance = w13  'Sonar Distance ->Word w13=[b27;b26] 

symbol light = b28  'Sonar Light sensor 

 

'Constants declaration 

 

'I2C Devices 

symbol LCD=$50 

symbol SONAR=$E0 

 

setup: 

 let adcsetup=8 'Analog inputs: ADC0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8 

 hintsetup %00000000  'Disables the 3 external interrupts 

 pullup off 'Disables port B pull ups 

 pause 1000 'Pause 250ms 

 

 hi2csetup i2cmaster,SONAR,i2cslow_32,i2cbyte 'Sonar I2C comms configuration 

 hi2cout [SONAR], 1,(1) 'Gain  config (0-31) 

 hi2cout [SONAR], 2,(22) 'Range config (0-255), 22->1m 

  

lcd_print: 

 hi2csetup i2cmaster,LCD,i2cslow_32,i2cbyte 'LCD I2C communication configuration

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$00) 'Places cursor at beginning 1st line 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("   Sonar Test   ") 'LCD Print 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$40) 'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line  

 hi2cout [LCD], ("www.botnroll.com") 'LCD Print 

 pause 8000 'Pause 2s 

 goto main 

 

main: 

 gosub read_sonar 'Call sub-routine 

 gosub print_sonar 'Call sub-routine 

'debug  'Open debug window (this slows robot performance->remove this line if 

robot is not connected to computer) 

 goto  main 

 

read_sonar: 

 hi2cout [SONAR], 0,(81) 'Start sonar ranging with distance in cm 

 pause 270 'Waits for ranging to end (65ms) 

 hi2cin [SONAR],2,(distance_Hi) 'Read sonar distance 

 hi2cin [SONAR],3,(distance_Lo) 'Read sonar distance 

 hi2cin [SONAR],1,(light) 'Read sonar light sensor 

 return 

 

print_sonar: 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$40) 'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("dis=") 'LCD print 

  

 bintoascii distance,b4,b3,b2,b1,b0 'Converts value into printable ascii chars 

 hi2cout [LCD], (b1,b0,"cm") 'LCD print 

  

 bintoascii light,b2,b1,b0 'Converts value into printable ascii chars 

 hi2cout [LCD],(" light=",b2,b1,b0) 'LCD print 

 

 return 

end  
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4. CMPS10 COMPASS 

The CMPS10 compass is an I2C device to aid on navigation. The 

electronic compass indicates the robot heading direction 

relative to the Earth’s magnetic pole. The compass returns the 

heading direction value in two bytes, i.e., one 16 bits Word. 

The value varies between 0 and 3599, corresponding to 

degrees within a range of 0º to 359,9º. The CMPS10 compass 

performs tilt compensation, because it has a magnetometer 

and an accelerometer, both three axes (x, y, z) and uses these 

values to calculate the orientation sensors accurately. The 

compass can also measure the robot inclination in two axes, 

returning the "Pitch" and "Roll" angles.   

 

4.1 FIXING AND ELECTRIC WIRING OF THE CMPS10 COMPASS 

 

To fix this sensor a nylon screw and a nylon spacer, are supplied. The 

compass must be placed at a higher position to avoid magnetic 

interference caused by eventual metal existent on some of the robot 

components.   

 

 

To connect the CMPS10 compass to the Bot’n Roll ONE C, a 4 pin 

male SHELL connector is supplied, which should be soldered to one 

of the I2C plugs available. When placing the connector, you must 

confirm the correct orientation as indicated on the Bot’n Roll ONE 

C PCB, otherwise, communication with the compass is not possible. 

 

 

Use the screw that holds the PCB to fix the 18mm nylon spacer. The 

screw has to be inserted upwards (from the bottom to the top) and 

spacer screws on the screw.  

 

 

Fix the compass on the spacer using the nylon screw, inserting it on 

one of the existing compass mounting holes.   

 

Fig. 16: The CMPS10 Compass 

Fig. 17: Components for fixing and 

wiring the Compass 

Fig. 19: Fixing the Compass 

Fig. 18: Placing the SHELL connector 
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4.2 COMMUNICATING WITH THE CMPS10 COMPASS 

The communication with the CMPS10 compass is carried out through the I2C bus. The compass has an 

I2C address of 192 (C0 hexadecimal), by default. To get the heading direction (16 bits word) you have to 

read from the compass, two one byte registers. The high byte corresponds to register 3 and the low byte 

corresponds to register 2. The sample code below is one example of how to use the compass. 

It is possible to read the heading direction into one byte only (register 1), on which case it varies 

between 0 and 255. 

By reading register 4, one can get the “Pitch” value in one byte (varies between 0 and 255). 

By reading register 5, one can get the “Roll” value in one byte (varies between 0 and 255). 

It is possible to obtain the values of the magnetometer and accelerometer for each axis. You can also 

change the compass I2C address. For more information you can check the CMPS10 compass support 

page or the "CMPS10_I2C.pdf Mode" on Bot'n Roll ONE C documentation. 

 

 

4.3 SAMPLE CODE 

 

'Compass Bearing 

'The bearing read is between 0(ZERO) and 3599 -> 359.9 degrees 

 

'PICAXE configuration 

setfreq em32 '32MHz processing frequency 

 

'Variables declaration 

'b0 reserved for LCD printing 

'b1 reserved for LCD printing 

'b2 reserved for LCD printing 

'b3 reserved for LCD printing 

'b4 reserved for LCD printing 

symbol bearing_Lo = b24 'bearing Low Byte 

symbol bearing_Hi = b25 'bearing High Byte 

symbol bearing = w12 'Compass bearing ->Word w12=[b25;b24] 

 

'Constants declaration 

 

'I2C Devices 

symbol LCD=$50 

symbol COMPASS=$C0 

 

setup: 

 let adcsetup=8 'Analog inputs: ADC0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8 

 hintsetup %00000000  'Disables the 3 external interrupts 

 pullup off 'Disables port B pullups 

 pause 1000 'Pause 250ms 

 

lcd_print: 

 hi2csetup i2cmaster,LCD,i2cslow_32,i2cbyte  'LCD I2C communication configuration 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$00) 'Places cursor at beginning 1st line 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("  Compass Test  ") 'LCD Print 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$40) 'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line  

 hi2cout [LCD], ("www.botnroll.com") 'LCD Print 

 pause 8000 'Pause 2s 

 goto main 

 

main: 

 gosub read_compass 'Call sub-routine 

 gosub print_compass 'Call sub-routine 

 'debug 'Open debug window (this slows robot performance->omit 

this line if robot is not connected to computer) 

http://www.robot-electronics.co.uk/htm/cmps10doc.htm
http://www.robot-electronics.co.uk/htm/cmps10doc.htm
http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
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 goto  main 

 

read_compass:  

 hi2cin [COMPASS],3,(bearing_Lo) 'Read compass bearing 

 hi2cin [COMPASS],2,(bearing_Hi) 'Read compass bearing 

 return 

 

print_compass: 

 'Prints on LCD bearing values between 0(ZERO) and 359 

 bintoascii bearing,b4,b3,b2,b1,b0 'Converts value into printable ascii chars 

 hi2cout [LCD], ($FE,$45,$40) 'Places cursor at beginning 2nd line 

 hi2cout [LCD], ("   ",b3,b2,b1," bearing    ") 'LCD Print 

pause 400 'Pause 100ms -> Remove for best performance 

return 
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5. WIRELESSCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

This system allows wireless communication between a computer and your Bot’n Roll ONE C. The XBee® 

modules supplied allows communication up to 100 meters range in open field. Using XBee-PRO® XSC 

modules from Digi® one can reach up to 9600 meters. For more details about the XBee® modules check 

the “XBee Maxstream.pdf” and “XBee Digi.pdf” Bot’n Roll ONE C documentation. 

The set is made up of two XBee® Maxstream® modules, one 

USB-XBee® Bot’n Roll converter to connect to the PC and the 

electronic components to solder the Bot’n Roll ONE C board. 

The two XBee® modules are paired so that the signals from your 

system do not get mixed up with other modules nearby. 

The usage of this Wireless Communication System requires that 

you previously prepare your Bot’n Roll ONE C and your 

computer. 

 

 

 

 

5.1 PREPARING YOUR BOT’N ROLL ONE C  

Setting up your Bot’n Roll ONE C consists of soldering the wireless communication system electronic 

components and programming the robot with the supplied sample code. 

 

5.1.1 SOLDERING COMPONENTS ON THE BOT’N ROLL ONE C  

Solder the components on the Bot’n Roll ONE C board according 

to the table.  

Do not forget that LEDs have polarity! You must insert the LED 

longer “leg” where you see the “+” signal on the board. 

Solder also the two 10 pin receptacle supplied for inserting the 

XBee® module on your Bot’n Roll ONE C. 

 

Insert the XBee® modules on Bot’n Roll 

ONE C and on the USB converter. 

 

 

Description Component 

R18 10 KΩ 

R19 1 KΩ 

R20 1 KΩ 

R21 18 KΩ 

ASSOC Yellow LED 

RSSI Orange LED 

Fig. 20: Wireless Communication system 

components 

Fig. 21: Soldering the components and inserting the XBEE® modules 

http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
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5.1.2 SAMPLE CODE 

Load the “XBee COM.bas” sample program to your Bot’n Roll ONE C. This program will make your Bot’n 

Roll ONE C to communicate with your computer. Adapt this program according to your requirements 

every time you add new components to your Bot’n Roll ONE C. 

 

5.2 PREPARING YOUR COMPUTER 

Insert the USB-XBee® converter into a USB port on your computer. 

Install the required drivers according to the “FTDI_Drivers_Installation_Guide_for Windows7.pdf” 

document available on the Bot’n Roll ONE C documentation. Download “Drivers USB-XBee” from Bot´n 

Roll ONE C support page and install then on your computer, 32bits and 64bits file system drivers are 

available. 

Check which COM port has been set to your USB-XBee® converter. 

Install the “Bot’n Roll ONE C Control.exe” software available on the Bot´n Roll ONE C support page and 

run it on your computer. 

Select the 57600bps baud-rate. Select and open the COM port given to your USB-XBee® converter. 

Explore all functionalities of this program and interact remotely your Bot’n Roll ONE C. 

This program has been developed by botnroll.com in C# using Microsoft Visual Studio®. The source 

code is freely available on Bot´n Roll ONE C support page. 

 

http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
http://www.botnroll.com/onec_en/
http://botnroll.com/onec_en/
http://botnroll.com/index.php?id_lang=7
http://botnroll.com/onec_en/

